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Sign up for our e-newsletter at www.TheRutterGroup.com to receive information on special offers and discounts, upcoming programs and new products!
FOCUS

While most civil actions settle, many do not. In those instances, an attorney must possess a litany of skills to successfully teach the case to 12 strangers who would rather be anywhere else! This comprehensive 4-hour “how to” program, presented by a Presiding Justice of the California Court of Appeal and experienced plaintiff and defense trial counsel, systematically analyzes each component of a civil jury trial and includes a mock direct and cross-examination demonstration.

Specifically designed for novice and seasoned practitioners alike, the program offers innovative ways to convert jurors from passive listeners into engaged participants, presents strategies for portraying yourself as an objective teacher rather than a biased advocate, and highlights techniques for transforming critical jurors into your client’s champions in the deliberation room.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

PART I: OCTOBER 4, 2023 (Wed.)
12:00 - 1:00 PM (PT) / 1 hr.

Voir Dire
• How to make prospective jurors comfortable with sharing critical information
• How to connect jurors’ skills with their tasks as factfinders

Opening Statement
• How to develop and use the powerful art of storytelling
• How to argue your case without arguing

PART II: OCTOBER 5, 2023 (Thurs.)
12:00 - 2:00 PM (PT) / 2 hrs.

Direct Examination
• How to establish your case succinctly
• How to avoid potentially damaging lines of cross-examination

Cross-Examination
• How to quickly undermine your opponent’s case without damaging your own
• How to know when to stop

PART III: OCTOBER 6, 2023 (Fri.)
12:00 - 1:00 PM (PT) / 1 hr.

Closing Argument
• How to change the jury’s perception from “argument” to “review”
• How to convert jurors into your client’s advocate in the deliberation room

4 HOURS MCLE CREDIT

The Rutter Group certifies that this activity has been approved for MCLE credit by The State Bar of California in the amount of 4 hours. Visit www.RutterOnline.com™ to earn additional MCLE participatory credit!

SPECIAL OFFERS FOR ENROLLEES


To enroll or for more information, call 1-800-747-3161 (Ext. 2)
This Practice Guide contains everything you need to know to try a civil lawsuit in state court! Judges and experienced practitioners guide you through the ground rules governing each trial procedure, beginning with trial preparation and continuing through judgment and post-trial motions. Also included are analytical approaches to evidence and examination of witnesses, as well as proven strategies, tactics, forms and time-saving tips. This title is updated annually for subscribers by full content replacement pages.

THREE LOOSELEAF BINDERS AVAILABLE TO WEBINAR ENROLLEES FOR 50% OFF THE REGULAR PRICE*

THE RUTTER GROUP
EVIDENCE & TRIAL WHEELS™
CALIFORNIA EDITION
By Robert S. Arns, Esq.

The California Evidence Wheel™ is a quick-reference guide that explains virtually every evidentiary issue that may arise at trial. The California Trial Wheel™ is a quick-reference guide for resolving trial strategy issues. Written by a veteran trial lawyer and law professor who teaches trial practice, The Wheels provide guidance to both veteran and novice trial lawyers who aim to perfect their trial skills. Keyed to TRG’s California Practice Guide: Civil Trials and Evidence, The Wheels should be kept at counsel table for all phases of trial. This title is updated annually for subscribers by replacement editions and CD-ROMs.

TWO SPIRALBOUND NOTEBOOKS & TWO CDs AVAILABLE TO WEBINAR ENROLLEES FOR 50% OFF THE REGULAR PRICE*

THE RUTTER GROUP PRACTICE GUIDE
CIVIL TRIALS AND EVIDENCE
Contributing Editor (Evidence): Judge Eli Chernow (Ret.)

This set provides reliable, practical, step-by-step guidance on federal civil trial practice and procedure from pretrial preparation through post-trial motions. It includes a comprehensive, analytical approach to the Federal Rules of Evidence as well as unique evidence graphics that demonstrate how to start at the top and work down through the major evidentiary objections. This title is updated annually for subscribers by full content replacement pages.

THREE LOOSELEAF BINDERS AVAILABLE TO WEBINAR ENROLLEES FOR 50% OFF THE REGULAR PRICE*

THE RUTTER GROUP PRACTICE GUIDE
FEDERAL CIVIL TRIALS AND EVIDENCE

QUALITY CLE! ONE YEAR FOR ONLY $595

The RUTTERPASS entitles you to the following for one year from date of purchase:
• You are entitled to attend free of charge programs/webinars* presented by The Rutter Group (TRG), except programs presented in conjunction with the California Judges Association (CJA). You may attend TRG programs presented with CJA at a 50% discount from the regular tuition price. When you attend a program with your RUTTERPASS, you will receive free of charge all accompanying course materials, except TRG Practice Guides, deskbooks and software.
• You are entitled to free unlimited access to www.RutterOnline.com programs.
* California Family Law Report (CFLR) programs are not included with the RUTTERPASS.

To order or for more information, call 1-800-747-3161 (Ext. 2)

* Offers valid until date of webinar. Discounts available for initial print purchase only and do not apply to future Updates; limited to one of each title per webinar enrollment. These offers cannot be combined with other promotional offers.
WEBCAST WEBINAR SERIES

**October 4 - 6, 2023** (Wed. - Fri.)
Wednesday: 12:00 - 1:00 PM (PT) / 1 hr.
Thursday: 12:00 - 2:00 PM (PT) / 2 hrs.
Friday: 12:00 - 1:00 PM (PT) / 1 hr.

View the webcast program via RutterOnline.com; Instructions will be provided to enrollees about how to access the webcast program.

RUTTERONLINE

This program will be available at www.RutterOnline.com approximately 4 weeks after the webinar.

Call 1-800-747-3161 (Ext. 2) for information.

Tuition

- TRG RUTTERPASS cardholders: **FREE**
- Tuition: **$200**

**YOUR BEST BUY FOR MCLE!**

- One-year RUTTERPASS (Free admission to programs*, including this program, plus RutterOnline.com) **$595**

*(CFP programs excluded; TRG/CJA programs discounted.

Receipts will be mailed for your records. Refunds, less $15 administrative charge, will be issued if we receive written notice of cancellation 48 hours before program. If necessary for you to cancel thereafter, you may apply tuition toward a RutterOnline.com program.

**SPECIAL OFFERS ON RUTTER GROUP PRACTICE GUIDES**

**50% OFF THE FOLLOWING PRINT TITLES FOR ENROLLEES**

- California Practice Guide: Civil Trials and Evidence
- Rutter Practice Guide: Federal Civil Trials and Evidence
- The Evidence and Trial Wheels, California Edition

Call 1-800-747-3161 (Ext. 2) for more information and/or to order!

PLEASE RETURN THIS ENTIRE PAGE WITH YOUR ENROLLMENT TUITION

3 ways to enroll!

1) Call 1-800-747-3161 (Ext. 2) 2) Visit www.TheRutterGroup.com 3) Mail or fax this order form